MARSHALL LAW TO TAKE LOCAL CASE

PULITZER PLAYSTAND AGAINST JEFFERSON HUNT LOOKING FOR DAMAGES

The fictitious plaintiff in tonight's lively legal battle on the stage in the Jefferson hotel is sitting inside the hotel, waiting for the stage to open, and the defendant is a lawyer, who is trying to explain his case to the jury. The trial is in progress, and the jury is still deliberating.

By A. C. Smith

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY IS UNIVERSITY SLOGAN

ALL ORGANIZATIONS IN UNIVERSITY UNITED FOR SUNDAY SERVICE

Great Mass Meeting to Hold in Methodist Church Sunday Evening

-University students to Speak

-Interesting Subject in Morning Service

Invitations to the presidentes of all the societies in the institution, in the faculty, the citizens of the community, and the undergraduates are sent to the secretaries of the societies, and the appointments have been sent out by the university association. The meeting will be held in the church hall, and will be open to all members of the university and the public. The meeting is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

By A. C. Smith

GOING TO CHURCH SUNDAY IS UNIVERSITY SLOGAN

Paul Watson, the 20-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watson, was killed in an automobile accident on February 21st. Death resulted from a head injury sustained in a head-on collision with a drunk driver. The accident occurred on the outskirts of the city, and the driver of the other vehicle was arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol.

By A. C. Smith

GOING TO CHURCH SUNDAY IS UNIVERSITY SLOGAN

RATLING PROSPECTS PARTICULARLY BRIGHT

Wrestling prospects particularly bright

Numerals and Letters to Be Added on Back of Invoices

WRESTLING PROSPECTS PARTICULARLY BRIGHT

By A. C. Smith

RATLING PROSPECTS PARTICULARLY BRIGHT

The wrestling team is preparing for a major tournament, and the prospects for success are good. The team has been practicing hard and is looking forward to the upcoming matches. The women's wrestling team is also expected to perform well, and the dual meets with nearby colleges are being eagerly anticipated by fans.
I'm... D. R. Brown, medicine sources, we venture to say that the men and women large majority of students here are many who are making their entire, or physics lecture room Friday evening conserve his money. The class has learned to save, or rather son of the is an art, but a still greater art is to save money. The majority of a person has been equally successful the business world? We believe that success is the most good. Their judgment to choose that which is good, and er and woman today? Practically everyone of this latter the square. He has learned of that amount, by virtue of the official training. Entering the business world the individual is advanced easily upon his worth, and his worth is determined by the most critical judge. The individual must have a certain amount of training in the school of experience. The student who works his way, who depends upon himself, has had that training in experience. The rate he has had at the time of his view in college will get this experience after he got through, and it is much harder to be relearned to fundamental practical business principles and to recognize the simple but certain rule that a pawned money is a penal earned.


JOSEPH SLAVATA
Tailor To Men
107 South Clinton Street

Hotel Jefferson
Fireshop
Try our popular Monday Luncheons and hear the famous Jefferson Orchestra.
Special attention given to banquet and advance reservations for entertainment.

The Midland Schools Teachers' Agency 602 Youngman Building Des Moines, Iowa each year places a large percentage of the graduates from Iowa college. It's contract is the most liberal offered and its facilities and service are unequalled. Ask former college friends about it. Write or call today for plans.
C. B. SCROGGIN
Proprietor and Manager

Tomorrow and Sunday
American Theatre
"Officer 666"
From George M. Cohan and Sam Harris' In 5 Reels

Spring Announcement 1915
A Complete line of Fine Spring Goods Have Arrived
THE MAN WHO KNOWS

What really good and stylish CLOTHES are, and who has lived long enough to learn it from experience will tell the hopes that they cannot have an individual style, well-fitting and elegant stuff without the aid of an artistic tailor to plan and study your figure like.

JOS. SLAVATA
Tailor To Men
107 South Clinton Street
The theme for the initiation this year will be convenient for the alumni back for the initiation and all of the famous crustaceans on the hillside, and to all of the famous crustaceans on the hillside, and to have your real Christmas spirit. As it was fine the last man.

It IS...

IF THAT flood had spread much further it would have covered every thing. As it was fine the last man.

GEE, BUT those dollar marks look interesting. I'm sure "Dollars" are worth than that. Do call again.

Familiarity Brings contempt.

CHICAGO HERMITKEECHK have decided that men have grown tired of the grills on the bottom of the stove and of the stoves that permit a soaring height of air, and have decided this year to give their entire attention to that part of the stove above the wond line.

IT IS seldom easier to settle down than to settle up.

EVERYTHING is readiness for the opening of our great winter season.

To vote "Yes" put a cross in the square at the left hand side at the top of this column; to vote "No" put a cross in the square at the right hand side. I always wondered what those things were for.

"I've given up my bath." "How's that?"

"Knobs. The waters are closed even to neutrality.

I MOVE the regulation of the speedway around the liberal arts college and Nebr. of the physics.

WRESTLING PROSPECTS

PRESIDENTially R.I.G.H.T.

(continued from Page 2)

Light -135 pounds and under.

Light heavy -175 pounds and under.

Special -125 pounds and under.

All Seats RUSSELL THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER VACATION.

TEL. 1-2-3, O.O.OO.

79-99

1-2-3, O.O.OO.
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ON TIME

The New Spring Styles have ar-rived—the New Smart Creations
FOR SPRING 1915

New Coats, Suits and Dresses for Women, Misses and Juniors.

You are invited to see the WOOLTEX and all the rest of the Yeller Lines of Wearing Apparel.

ALSO The New Spring Silks, Blous Goods, Trim-
ings, Neaween, Wash Fabrics, etc.

COME-COME TODAY.

HAWKETEY TO ASSURING
DEPRESENT BOOK-TOWN

Editors Already Have Proofs Ready of Sections back soon

PRICES

The Hawkeye has at last assum-

ed its shape and are in the hands of the printer.

Twenty-six Garment up-to-the-minute
FOR SPRING

ON

FOR SPRING

GARMENTS
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